Caresys
Care Home Management Software Solution

We support over 3,000 care homes in offering their residents the day-to-day support they deserve. We provide a more efficient way of accessing and sharing information with one easy to use solution.

We know your sector and we understand that your business needs can often change and therefore flexibility for you and your care home is important. That’s why we have developed our software solution to operate on a modular basis allowing you to add modules when required to meet your changing needs. Our solution is also available on a mobile platform, providing point of care evidencing, improving consistency when reporting care.

We know that all care organisations operate differently and that is why our solution can be tailored specifically to your individual needs. Our solutions together can streamline your organisations;

- Time & Attendance
- Staff HR
- Care Scheduling
- Behaviour Support
- Caresys Mobile
- Care Planning
- Finance, Income & Billing
- Equipment Maintenance
- Enquiries & Referrals

Our solutions have been developed to help you run your care home more efficiently, by integrating all modules into one easy to use solution, giving you more time to care.

Time & Attendance
We provide you with the complete process of managing staff time, from rotas through to pay. We also help you reduce inaccuracies from your workers clocking in and out with our clocking in system. The advantages include:

- Automatically generating time sheets
- Accurately recording clocking in and out times
- Visual confirmation of clock in and out

Caresys Mobile
Our point of care solution, lets your care workers record information as and when it

“When we implemented Caresys two years ago, it simply revolutionised the way we worked. Staff have fed back that they love using it partly because it has removed the headache of paper based administration.”

Mark Bailey > Owner > Fairways Care
Care Home Management Software Solution

takes places. We understand you have your own needs, so our mobile solution can be provided on any device with an Internet browser. Following your specific requirements, we can advise and supply you with a range of suitable devices. The advantages include:

> Improved staff efficiencies especially during handover periods
> Consistent information captured at the point of care
> Better informed staff providing better services to service users

**Care Planning**

We can support you to create personalised electronic care plans for each individual service user which can include care needs, medication, personal information and risk assessments. With us you can have total visibility of all care provided and improve your workers quality of care through making evidence fast and easy to produce. The advantages include:

> Meets and exceeds requirements of CQC
> Provides a life story of the care the individual has received
> Ensures the standards set by the organisation are achieved and allows inconsistencies to be resolved quickly

**Benefits**

- Modular basis: Creating a tailored system that can grow with your business.
- Reduce your administration time: By streamlining your care organisation.
- Meeting CQC compliance: Through evidencing care at the point of delivery.
- One easy to use system: Ensuring the removal of duplicated information by using multiple systems.
- Easily managing staff hours: Ensuring that every shift is covered and accounted for.

“*The efficiency of the data storage and the reduction of time required to access and process information is phenomenal.*”

Nick Weaver > Owner > Weavers Care Home
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